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Abstract 
A smart electrical car park with electric vehicles (EVs) 
parking there, regarded as a short-term storage system, could 
minimize the costs of EV customers and improve the main 
grid stability simultaneously. This system, including 
numerous bidirectional AC/DC converters, a local energy 
storage unit and a monitoring room, is firstly established. As 
the hourly prices of electricity fluctuating with time, EV 
owners would like to charge energy from the main grid during 
the low-price periods to save money, while discharging 
energy to the main grid during high-price periods. In order to 
achieve this, an optimal charging scheme is proposed to 
determine the charging rate of each EV based on the 
fluctuation of hourly prices and requirements of customers. 
Thus, this charging/discharging strategy can reduce the costs 
for EV owners and help keep the balance of supply and 
demand for the main grid. A comparison between the cost of 
EVs customers with and without the developed smart 
charging/discharging strategy in this smart electrical car park 
is presented and analysed in Matlab with an optimization 
problem solver named Cplex in this study. It is demonstrated 
that the proposed charging/discharging strategy can not only 
reduce EV owner’s cost but also improve the main grid 
stability as well. 

1 Introduction 
The problem that energy sources, such as fossil fuels, are 
gradually used up, has attracted extensive attention all over 
the world recent years. Besides this, greenhouse gas 
emissions of traditional vehicles are also serious 
environmental problems that need to be solved [1, 2]. Both of 
these problems promote the development and utilization of 
clean energy and renewable energy, which are economically 
and environmentally friendly. One positive and effective 
solution for these problems is using electric vehicles (EVs) to 
replace the traditional vehicles, such as fuel vehicles. Besides 
of renewable and environmental advantage, EVs can help 
keep the balance of supply and demand for the main grid [3]. 
 

With the increasing number of EVs, a car park with a large 
number of EVs parking there can be regarded as an energy 
store system. Since most vehicles spend 5% of the time on the 

road, while parking an average of 95% of the day [4], their 
batteries could be used to provide electricity flow from 
electric vehicles to the power lines and back. An EV can be 
charged during the peak-off hours, which is known as grid to 
vehicles (G2V) [5]. Also, it could provide the energy stored in 
batteries to the main grid during the peak hours, which is 
known as vehicles to grid (V2G). When there are a lot of 
electrical vehicles (EVs) parking in the car park, these 
energies stored in vehicles’ batteries will be very huge, which 
will play an important role in helping keep the balance of 
supply and demand in the grid [5-7]. 
 

Optimal charging algorithms have been studied in recent 
years [8-12], however, most of which focused on home 
charging or public charging. Some of them aimed to 
maximum the income of charger without considering profits 
of EV customers [13, 14]. Even some of them take profits of 
EV customers into consideration [15]. However, the hourly 
electricity price and the demand of main grid are ignored. In 
order to maximize the benefits for the main grid and minimize 
the costs for EVs’ owners, we developed a smart electrical car 
park model and proposed an optimizing charging/discharging 
scheme in this paper. 
 

Compared with a traditional car park, a smart electrical car 
park can not only offer a parking spot for EVs but also 
charge/discharge EVs more economically. The proposed 
charging/discharging scheme can choose an appropriate 
charging power rate for each EV during the parking hours 
according to the hourly prices of electricity. In order to extend 
the life of batteries, the states of charge (SOCs) are set 
between 20% and 90% [3], except the demands of customers 
are beyond the range. At the end of parking time, EVs can be 
charged/discharged to the desired SOCs [16]. Also, the smart 
electrical car park allows EV customers to set their own 
demands: the final SOC, the departure time, maximum 
charging/discharge power rates, etc. In this paper, two 
charging methods are considered: a normal charging and an 
optimal charging. The normal charging is to charge or 
discharge the EV to the desired SOC when it comes in 
ignoring the electricity of price. The optimal charging is to 
find the best charging or discharging power and charging or 
discharging periods to reduce the costs of electricity for 
customers. Then, compared these two costs, it can be found 
that the proposed optimal charging scheme can help 
customers get the maximum profit and do a favour for the 
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grid to keep the balance. We summarize our contributions as 
follows: 
(1) We develop a model of smart electrical car park, which 

includes functions of a tradition car park, a monitoring 
room, chargers and energy storage devices; 

(2) We present an optimal charging/discharging strategy for 
EVs to reduce the costs of customers and help the main 
grid keep a balance between supply and demand; 

(3) We also compare costs with charging/discharging 
scheme to costs without any optimal algorithm, which is 
developed based on the survey of a University of 
Technology Sydney (UTS) car park.  

2 System model of Smart Electrical Car Parks 
In this section, a model of smart electrical car park is 
developed for EVs parking and charging/discharging, with 
main technology of G2V and V2G. 
 

A smart electrical car park (SECP) is composed of a 
traditional car park, a monitoring room, several charging and 
discharging spots, and energy storage devices, as shown in 
Fig. 1. In such a system, the monitoring room serves as a 
central control node which collects information from both the 
main grid and EVs via WIFI and determines the charge or 
discharge rate of each EV during each period calculated by 
the smart charging algorithm. During the opening hours, the 
whole opening hours are divided into several periods and 
single decimal number between 0 and 24 is used to present a 
time. For example, suppose that the opening hours of a car 
park is from 7 a.m. to 22 p.m., and it will be divided into 30 
periods with each period of half an hour. Then, the system 
state can be presented as (7, 22, 30, 0.5). Based on this, the 
charging rates will be updated every period by the charging 
algorithm and the charging states keep constant during each 
period. The key technology for such an electrical car park is 
V2G and G2V. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of SECP 
 

Compared with other conventional car parks, SECP has 
several excellent economic advantages. It presents the 
advantages as followed: 

(1) High utilization rate of the batteries which is used as 
storage devices when parking; 
(2) Good assistant function for distributed power grid in 
power quality and power regulation by charging during valley 
period and discharging during peak period using the storage 
battery of EVs; 
(3) Gain more economic profit for both car park carriers 
and EV owners. 
 

Having such good characteristics, it makes SECP suitable for 
the future, especially when EVs play an important role in 
transportation.  

3 Proposed charging/discharging scheme 

3.1 Charging powers of EVs  

Depending on the type of EV’s battery and demand of the 
customer, each EV is able to be charged/discharged at any 
charging rate, ranging from a minimum value to a maximum 
one. In order to determine the ranges of charging power of 
EVs, EVs coming into the car park are divided into three 
categories according to its initial SOC (SOCm,ini), final SOC 
(SOCm,fin), charging type and parking time. The initial SOC can be 
calculated when the EV plugging into the charger and the 
final SOC, charging type and parking time can be set by car 
owners through the interface on the charger.  
3.1.1. Charging type 
Charging type is set by car owners on the interface of the 
charger when parking cars. For simplicity, a parameter R is 
used to represent the charging type. There are three states of 
R, which are: 
(1) R = 1 means the EV can only be charged during the 
parking time, 
(2) R = 0 means the EV can be charged and discharged 
during the parking time, 
(3) R =-1 means the EV can only be discharged during 
the parking time. 
3.1.2. Parking time 
These groups can be divided into three subtypes according to 
the maximum idle parking time, which can be calculated by 
the following equation: 
 m,p,max m,p m,min,  ct t t  (1) 
where tm,p,max is the maximum idle parking time for EV mth, 
tm,p the total parking time and tm,min,c the minimum charging or 
discharging time. tm,p is the parking time from EV mth 
plugged in to the charger drawn out.  
3.1.3. Charging power  
The maximum charging or discharging powers, denoted by 
pm,c,max and pm,d,max, respectively, should be also be set by 
customers or calculated by chargers. 
 

We define that the charging power of EV mth is positive and 
the discharging power is negative, which can be given as 
 , ,max 0m cp  (2) 

 , ,max 0m dp  (3) 
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Based on the statement of classification of EVs, power ranges 
of EVs can be determined when coming into the car park 
(shown in Table 1). Two cases are impossible for EVs: (1) 
One is that consumers need the final SOC is larger than initial 
one with the type R=-1 (can only be discharging), (2) Another 
one is that consumers need the final SOC is lower than initial 
one with the type R=1 (can only be charging). These two 
impossible cases are defined as error cases. In Table 1, t is a 
time slot (h) and pm is the charging or discharging power of 
EV mth (kW). 
 

Table 1: Charging power for EVs. 

The state of SOC Charging 
type 

The charging power 
tm,p,max ≤ t tm,p,max > t 

SOCm,ini>SOCm,fin 
R=1 

pm=pm,c,max 
pm [0, pm,c,max] 

R=0 pm [pm,d,max, pm,c,max] 
R=-1 Error 

SOCm,ini=SOCm,fin 
R=1 

pm=0 
pm= 0 

R=0 pm [pm,d,max, pm,c,max] 
R=-1 pm= 0 

SOCm,ini<SOCm,fin 
R=1 

pm=pm,d,max 
Error 

R=0 pm [pm,d,max, pm,c,max] 
R=-1 pm [pm,d,max, 0] 

3.2 Parking fee 

The cost of parking fee cm,PF is the traditional parking fee of 
each car for using the spot. It is related with parking hours 
and parking fee per hour. 
3.2.1. Parking hours 
The parking hours for EV mth (PHm) is related to parking 
time tm,p. When tm,p is not equal to integer times of hours, 
parking hours for each EV can be calculated by the following 
equation: 
 ,

[ ] 1
mm pPH t  (4) 

where PHm is minimum number of parking hours. 
 

Otherwise, the parking hours can be calculated by: 
 ,mm pPH t  (5) 
3.2.2. Parking fee 
Then, the parking fee cm,PF can be calculated as: 
 ,m PF m mc PH k  (6) 
where km is the parking price per hour (A$/h). 

3.3 Constraints 

3.3.1. Parking time 
EVs should be parking during the opening hours of the car 
park, which means that the starting time should be later than 
the opening time and the ending time should be earlier than 
the closing time.  
3.3.2. Charging power 
The powers should be limited by maximum charging or 
discharging powers during the charging mode and 
discharging mode, respectively, which are given by: 
Charging mode: , ,max0 m m cp p  (7) 

Discharging mode: , ,max 0m d mp p  (8) 

3.3.3. Range of SOC 
In order to extend battery lifetime, the final SOC is set as the 
default range between 20% and 90% by the car park if car 
owners do not set it. However, if the final SOC is set out of 
this range, the EV could be charged or discharged to the 
desired value. 
3.3.4. Energy demand 
The needed energy of EV mth, Em,n, can be calculated as: 
 , , ,( )m n m m fin m iniE C SOC SOC  (9) 
where Cm is the battery capacity (kWh). 
  

If EV mth has enough time to be charged or discharged, the 
total charging or discharging energy would be equal to the 
needed energy, which is given as: 

 , ,
1 1

( ) ( )
m mN N

m n m m n
n n

E E n p t  (10) 

where Em(n) is the charging or discharging energy of EV mth 
during nth period t and Nm the total number of periods 
during the parking time for EV mth, which can be calculated 
by: 

 ,[ ]m p
m

t
N

t
 (11) 

 

The charged energy of EV mth during any periods, calculated 
by Equation (12), should be no less than 0 and no larger than 
the needed energy, as shown in Equation (13): 
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 ,0 m m n mE E C  (13) 

3.4 Cost function 

The electricity price is a function of time, which can be 
denoted as price=f(t). The price is assumed to be constant 
during each time slot t and the charging price, Pc, is equal to 
the discharging price, Pd, which is Pc=Pd. 
 

For EV mth, the cost of charging and discharging electricity 
are shown as: 

 ,
1

( ( ) ( ))
mn N

m chg c m
n

c P n E n  (14) 

 ,
1

( ( ) ( ))
mn N

m dis d m
n

c P n E n  (15) 

 

It is obviously that the cost of discharging electricity is lower 
than 0. Therefore, the total cost for EV mth car owner can be 
calculated by: 
 , , , ,m t m chg m PF m disc c c c  (16) 
 

Then the objective of the proposed scheme is minimizing the 
cost for customers, which can be recorded as: 
 , , , ,min( )=min( )m t m chg m PF m disobjective c c c c  (17) 

3.5 Algorithm  

Matlab routes the optimization model to the solver-IBM 
ILOG CPLEX Optimizer 12.6.1 to solve the optimization 
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problem, as shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2. Yalmip Wiki is a 
tool employed to build the mathematical model in Matlab. 
 

Yalmip WiKi
Build system model

Matlab
Update EVs’information, objective

function and constraints

CPLEX
Solve the optimization problems

minimize the costs
 

Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed charging scheme. 
 

Table 2: Main Algorithm. 
Main Algorithm 

Step: 
1 

%(get the basic information of each EV) 
EV=[ 'NO','Cm','SOCin','SOCfin','R','Pcmax','Pdmax','tc ,'te ] 

Step: 
2 

%Solve the problem by using Cplex 
   for i=1:M 
      for j=1:N 
       Constraints = 
       [Constraints, 20%*Cm<=energy<=90%*Cm,…]    
       Pm(i,2)<=p(1,j)<=Pm(i,1), sum(x(1,:),2)*dt==En(i,1)]; 
       c=Price.*p(1,:)*dt; 
       Objective = min(sum(c,2)); 
% Set some options for YALMIP and solver 
       options = sdpsettings ('solver',' ','cplex.lpmethod',1); 
% Solve the problem 
       sol = optimize(Constraints, Objective, options); 
      end  
   end 

Step: 
3 

% Show each EV’s charging power during each time slot 

4 Simulation and results  
In this section, a car park, located in Building 10 in 
University of Technology Sydney (UTS), with 150 parking 
positions, is selected as a research object, whose opening 
hours are from 7 a.m. to 22 p.m. during Monday to Friday.  
 

 

Fig. 3. Average hourly electricity prices in NSW. 
 

The performance of the proposed charging algorithm is 
evaluated by employing real hourly electricity prices, EV 
battery data, a real car park and parking information about 
cars. Specifically, the hourly electricity prices in NSW on 
each day (January 1~ January 30, 2015) were obtained from 
AEMO (Australian Energy Market Operator) [17], which 
operates the National Electricity Market (NEM) of south 

eastern Australia. Average hourly electricity prices over 30 
days are used for simulation during 7 a.m. to 22 p.m., as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

4.1 Distribution of EVs 

In order to develop an accurate car park system model, the 
probability density function of EVs parking information is 
needed. A survey on this UTS car park has been done during 
a whole week from 19/1/2015 to 25/1/2015.  
 

Based on this investigation, the information of the parking 
time, the arriving time and the departure time of each car can 
be obtained. The probability density function of parking 
duration time is a normally distributed random variable with 
μ=8.299 and σ=1.814, as shown in Fig. 4. The distribution 
function for parking hours is given by: 

 
2

2

1( ; , ) exp
22

x
f x  (18). 

 

 

Fig. 4. Distribution of the parking duration time. 
 

Arriving and departure times are also normal probability 
density functions. The distribution parameters of arriving and 
departure times are shown in Table 3. The probability density 
functions of them are shown in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. 
 

Table 3: Distribution parameters of arriving and departure times. 
Parameter Arrival Departure 

μ 9.021 17.22 
σ 0.8755 1.7572 

 

 

Fig. 5. Distribution of the arriving time. 
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the departure time. 
 

Although these cars are traditional vehicles, it is reasonable to 
assume that the behaviours for drivers would change little in 
the future. Therefore, the information from the survey is able 
to be utilized in the simulation setting. 

4.2 Simulation result 

In the simulation, initial SOCs of EVs are set from 10% to 
90%, final SOCs are set from 50% to 90% (SOCm,fin is set by 
customers) and capacity of EVs is from 30kWh to 100kWh 
(this is according to the behaviour of drivers). The proposed 
charging scheme is set to update the information of EVs every 
30 min. All the simulation settings are shown in Table 4. M is 
the total number of EVs parking in this smart electrical during 
one day. The distributions of arriving, departure times and 
parking hours of EVs are selected according to the normal 
probability density functions mentioned before.  
 

Table 4: Simulation settings. 
Parameters Values 

Topen 7 a.m. 
Tclose 22 p.m. 
Tm,s 7 a.m. ~ 22 p.m. 
Tm,e 7 a.m. ~ 22 p.m. 
Cm 30~100 kWh 

SOCm,ini 10%~90% 
SOCm,fin 50%~90% 

t 0.5 h 
M 100 

 

Fig. 7 shows the final SOCs of 100 EVs after parking in the 
car park and the expected values set by car owners. It can be 
seen that the final SOC of EV 56th is lower than the desired 
value. This because it only parks only one hour that it cannot 
be charged to the desired SOC even with the maximum 
charging rate. Except EV 56th, all the EVs can meet the 
demands set by car owners. 
 

 

Fig. 7. Curves of final SOCs and set SOCs. 
 

Three EVs (EV 10th, EV 15th and EV 35th) are chosen 
randomly to observe their SOCs. The variation of their SOCs 
and hourly prices of electricity are depicted in Fig. 8. It can be 
seen that they can be charged during the low-price periods 
and be discharged during the high-price periods. 
 

 

Fig. 8. Three EVs’ SOCs and hourly electricity prices. 
 

The simulation results with the proposed and the normal 
charging scheme are also compared in this paper. The 
difference between the costs with and without the proposed 
charging algorithms is shown in Fig. 9. For all the EVs, the 
costs with proposed charging algorithm are less than or equal 
to the cost with the normal charging algorithm. 
 

 

Fig. 9. Two costs by two charging methods. 
 

From Fig. 10, it shows that the saving money for 100 EVs. 
Each EV would save 3 Australian dollars on average during a 
whole day. Some EVs discharging electricity to the main grid 
can also earn money. 
 

 

Fig.10. Saving money. 

4.3 Improve power grid stability 

The relationship between total demand and average regional 
reference price on one day is shown in Fig. 11, which 
obtained from AEMO during a whole month. It can be seen 
that the price is higher when the demand is large. This means 
that if EVs discharge energy to the main grid during the high-
price hours/peak hours, it will reduce the electricity stress for 
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the grid. It will help grid to gain more demand during the off-
peak hours, vice versa, which helps keep the balance between 
the demand and supply for the main grid. 
 

 

Fig. 11. Electricity demand and average regional reference price.  

5 Conclusion 
In this paper, a smart electrical car park model has been 
proposed and an optimal charging scheme has been studied 
by considering the hourly electricity prices to maximize the 
profit for EVs owners. The proposed charging scheme is 
applied in UTS official car park with 100 parking slots. 
Compared the costs with and without the proposed charging 
algorithms, the simulation results show that the proposed 
charging scheme can help EV owners save money and 
generate charging/discharging power rates more 
economically. Moreover, it can help the main grid peak load 
shifting as well. For EV owners, it is obvious that they would 
prefer to park their cars in such a smart electrical car park, 
which can save their money. This will help car park owners 
enlarge their parking market and gain more benefits from 
parking service. 
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